Note: Not all of the Wade Center’s archival collections are listed in this index, but will be added as they become available. To access the finding aids for the collections listed below, see the Wade Center’s Finding Aid Listings page.

**Owen Barfield**

Barfield Library Publications and Inserts Archive
Hunter, Jeanne Clayton. Jeanne Clayton Hunter Collection
Kranidas, Thomas. Thomas Kranidas Collection
*The Silver Trumpet* Archive (materials related to the 1986 edition)
Tennyson, G.B. G.B. Tennyson Papers

**G.K. Chesterton**

*Mr. Chesterton Comes to Tea* Archive by Aidan Mackey
*G.K. Chesterton: Selected Criticism* Archive ed. by Sister M. Carol A.C.
Sewell, Brocard. Brocard Sewell Collection
Sullivan, John. John Sullivan Collection

**C.S. Lewis**

Aldwinckle, Stella. Stella Aldwinckle Papers
*And God Came In / A Love Observed* Archive
Bles, Geoffrey. Geoffrey Bles Publishers
*C.S. Lewis: Images of His World* Archive
C.S. Lewis Testimonies Archive
Calabria, Don Giovanni. Don Giovanni Calabria Collection
*The Chronicles of Narnia* Movies Archive
Davidman, Joy. Joy Davidman Papers
Duriez, Colin. Colin Duriez Papers
Gilchrist, KJ. KJ Gilchrist Collection
Green, Roger. Roger Lancelyn Green Manuscripts Collection
Greeves, Arthur. Arthur Greeves Diaries Collection
Gresham, Douglas. Douglas & Merrie Gresham Family Archive
Gresham, William. William Lindsay Gresham Correspondence
Gresham, William. William Lindsay Gresham Papers
Griffin, William. William Griffin Collection
Havard, Robert. Robert Havard Papers
Heck, Joel. Joel D. Heck Collection
Knecht, William L. William L. Knecht Papers
Kutchmy, Irita. Irita Kutchmy Collection
*Letters to Children* Archive
Lewis Library Inserts Archive
Lewis, Warren H. Warren H. Lewis Diaries Collection
Lewis, Warren H. Warren H. Lewis Diary Inserts Archive
Lewis, Warren H. Warren H. Lewis Letter Collection
Lewis, Warren H. Warren H. Lewis Papers
Lewis, Warren H. Warren H. Lewis Walking Tour Maps Collection
C.S. Lewis, continued
Lindskoog *Christianity and Literature* Article Archive
*The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe* Animated Film Archive (1979)
Sayer, George. George Sayer Manuscripts Collection
Schofield, Stephen. Schofield Correspondence Archive
*Seeking the Secret Place* Archive
_Shadowlands_ Films Archive
Shideler, Mary McDermott. Mary McDermott Shideler Special Archive (contains some Charles Williams related material)
Society of St. John the Evangelist Collection
Vanauken, Sheldon. Sheldon Vanauken Collection
Walsh, Chad. Chad Walsh Papers

George MacDonald
Hein, Rolland. Rolland Hein Papers (also includes materials on Chesterton, Lewis, and Tolkien)
MacDonald, Greville. Greville MacDonald Papers
Sadler, Glenn. Glenn Sadler Collection

Dorothy L. Sayers
Burleson, James. James Burleson Dissertation Research Papers
*Busman’s Honeymoon* Collection
Byrne, Muriel St. Clare. Muriel St. Clare Byrne Collection
Change Ringing Archive
Coomes, David. David Coomes Papers
Dale, Alzina Stone. Alzina Stone Dale Collection
Detection Notes Collection by Dorothy L. Sayers
*The Devil to Pay* Archive
*Dorothy L.* Collection
Dorothy L. Sayers Centenary, 1993
Dorothy L. Sayers Diary Collection
Dorothy L. Sayers Library Inserts Archive
Dorothy L. Sayers Notebook Collection
Dorothy L. Sayers Press Cuttings Archive
*The Emperor Constantine* Archive
Fleming / Sayers Culinary Papers
Future of the Jews Collection
Gregory, E.R. E.R. Gregory Papers
*He That Should Come* Archive
*The Just Vengeance* Archive
Lord Peter Wimsey Biography Collection
*Love All* and *Busman’s Honeymoon* Archive
*The Man Born to be King* Archive
*The Mind of the Maker* Archive
New Cosmology Correspondence
The Pantheon Papers
The Religious Book Club Archive
The Religious Drama Society Archive
Religious Illustrated Cards and Booklets Archive
**Dorothy L. Sayers, continued**
Reynolds, Barbara. Barbara Reynolds Papers
Sayers Family Papers
Sprague, Rosamond. Rosamond Sprague Collection
St. Anne’s House Archive
Undergraduate Notes and Essays Archive by Dorothy L. Sayers
World War II Materials from Dorothy L. Sayers
*Zeal of Thy House* Archive

**J.R.R. Tolkien**
Havard, Robert. Robert Havard Papers
*Quest of the Ring* Archive (play)
Tolkien Centenary Conference 1992
Wheaton College Tolkien Society

**Charles Williams**
Hunt, Raymond. Raymond Hunt Papers
Lang-Sims, Lois. Lois Lang-Sims Papers
Lindop, Grevel. Grevel Lindop Collection.
Ridler, Anne. Anne Ridler Collection
Shideler, Mary McDermott. Mary McDermott Shideler Archive
Spalding, Ruth. Ruth Spalding Collection
*War in Heaven* Archive (Wheaton College theater production)
Williams Family Papers

**Multiple Wade Authors**
Author Societies Archive (All 7 authors)
Christopher, Joe. Joe R. Christopher Publications Archive (CSL, DLS, JRRT)
Detection Club Archive (GKC, DLS)
Events File Archive (All 7 authors)
Mitchell, Christopher W. Christopher W. Mitchell Papers (CSL, JRRT)
Swann, Donald. Donald Swann Collection (CSL, JRRT)